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Cosentino City Mallorca, 
architecture, design, material and light 

• Photos Cosentino City Mallorca: https://cosentino.box.com/s/18ov8i8a8mbwb4g93wf5djud5pxr50ev 

Cosentino City Mallorca opens to the public at the central Calle Aragón 8, with the aim of 
becoming a benchmark in the world of architecture and design in Palma and the Balearic 
Islands. This new Cosentino City is the third to be opened in Spain and the seventeenth 
internationally, in line with the company’s firm commitment to continue increasing its 
network of ‘Cities’ around the world. With these showrooms, located in the heart of major 
cities, Cosentino demonstrates that innovation and inspiration go beyond the 
development of new and groundbreaking materials for the industry; Cosentino City is 
synonymous with innovating and inspiring in new forms of communication and 
relationships with customers and partners. 
 

 
 
Under the 2.0 concept, Cosentino City Mallorca combines cutting-edge technology with 
exquisite design, where material and light are key. Its nearly 500m2, distributed over two 
floors, are full of pure lines, a balanced and realistic design, and large and bright areas 
that make visible the purpose of Cosentino, ‘to inspire people through innovative and 
sustainable spaces’, with the product as the main focus.  
 
From the reception to the Atelier, the tour features attractive and multifunctional spaces 
where visitors can enjoy a complete experience and understand the full potential of the 
innovative brands Silestone®, Dekton®, Sensa by Cosentino® and Natural Stone by 
Cosentino®. The versatility and range of performance of each material, colour, texture and 
format is evident in the many architectural and digital applications and uses.  
 
Cosentino City Mallorca stands out for its structural and spatial quality, where several 
architectural resources deserve special attention. One of them is a sculptural, stone-like 
and lively Dekton® free-standing staircase, which aims to project a trail of colour and joy 
through an exotic garden. Another notable feature of the layout are the skylights on the 
ground floor, which provide the room with warm, bright natural light, emphasising the 
naturalness of the spaces and highlighting everyday yet modern scenes, where the latest 
trends and bold pieces of furniture are used. 
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Cosentino City Mallorca is a comprehensive platform for inspiration and a meeting point 
for architecture and design professionals, as well as for end customers.  A journey full of 
sensations begins here… 
 

Atelier 
 
The core of Cosentino City Mallorca is undoubtedly the Atelier, a centre of 
experimentation and inspiration in which to innovate, create and arrange projects in 
detail, using a large number of additional materials such as fabrics, wood, metals and 
glass. Furthermore, the Atelier has a wide range of carefully selected props, including 
architecture and design books, natural elements, decorative items such as vases or 
sculptures, and everyday objects such as plates and handles. The ensemble aims to reflect 
the latest trends in design, architecture and fashion, and how they complement each other 
perfectly with Cosentino materials. 

 

 
 

This space continues with the mix of contrasts that defines the City; in this case, the ultra-
compact and carbon neutral Dekton® surface, and its Craftizen Albarium colour used for 
the entire floor, contrasts with the naturalness and linearity of the oak wood. The dark 
background and the interplay of light on the shelves create an inspiring drama to the 
space. The Atelier is completed with two vertical displays where you can see large pieces 
of the hybrid mineral surface Silestone® and the protected natural stone Sensa by 
Cosentino®.  
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Functional kitchen 
 
The functional kitchen of Cosentino City Mallorca brings together different materials, 
tones and textures. The stunning island in Silestone® Calacatta Gold is framed with its 
back in Dekton® Bromo and the pivoting wooden slabs on the sides. All this at the foot of an 
impressive ventilated interior façade in Dekton® Kreta. 
 

 
 
The light enters significantly thanks to the huge skylight. The additional lighting highlights 
the different finishes, textures and tones of the materials, giving the whole a sense of 
emotion and lightness. 
 

Reception and Composition TV 
 
The space that welcomes you to Cosentino City Mallorca is a declaration of intent. This 
area reveals the architectural discourse that leads the whole experience of the City. The 
pure geometries and the obvious, contrasting appearances immerse the visitor in the 
world of Cosentino City from the very first moment. 
 

 
 

The Dekton® Bromo reception desk is the preamble that serves and enhances the adjacent 
‘Composition TV’, an impressive 1:1 scale ventilated façade, made of Dekton® Rem, which 
incorporates a television. Multinational and welcoming, this space is ideal for training 
sessions, talks and meetings.  
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Next to the ‘Composition TV’, we find the ‘Digital Experience’, a large vertical wall where 
visitors can discover and design different kitchen, bathroom and façade spaces with 
augmented reality, using all the architectural and aesthetic possibilities offered by 
Cosentino surfaces. Full customisation comes to life with this digital experience. 
 
Still immersed in this large and versatile space, we come across the ‘Digital Slab’, an 
impressive virtual gallery where visitors can view all the colours of the Cosentino portfolio 
in large format. 
 

Multifunctional basement space + ‘Dekton® Façades’ 
 
An elegant staircase in Dekton® Bromo – a material that emphasises its lines, highlights its 
purpose and creates a highly contrasting volume – acts as the main access to the 
basement. Once there, visitors find themselves in a space where they can enjoy many 
different experiences, from sitting on a bench made of Dekton® Kreta to hold a meeting or 
read a magazine, to examining a wide range of products in large format thanks to the 
‘Rack Texas’, or viewing the ‘Dekton® Façades’ with replicas of real Dekton® ventilated 
facades. This space is equipped with digital tools where you can find detailed information 
on each of the projects on display. 
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Bathrooms 
 
Colours, textures, graphics… Entering the Cosentino City Mallorca bathroom space means 
immersing oneself in a plea for aesthetic and architectural concepts and forms. Thanks to 
the interplay of light, a very bright and pure space is created, in which the visitor’s 
attention is instantly focused on the striking Dekton® Taga used for the flooring, the 
countertop, the washbasins and the large mirror frame that presides over this space. 
 
 
To achieve this modern, fresh and fashionable look, Cosentino City Mallorca has used 
products from renowned firms such as Ramón Soler, Gaggenau, Reggiani, Gancedo, Hilti, 
Alno, Estilo Sant Feliu and Agua de Baleares. 
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